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Tuesday 27th March 2018: Smart City meets Networked City: Civic mapping for
a fair and inclusive city: Newspeak House, Bethnal Green Road, 133 Bethnal Green Rd, London E2 7DG 

Agenda: 1730-1830 networking and refreshments; 1830-2100 panel discussion with speakers about 
Smart City, Connecting Londoners and civic mapping. Also - how can we develop a Community of 
Practice and network to learn together and take our ideas forward.

Background: City Hall have launched a “listening exercise” to help the Chief Digital Officer Theo 
Blackwell and his Board fulfil the Mayor's aim of making London the world's leading Smart City. We 
believe that a Smart City should also be a Networked City, where community- led mapping, technology 
and network-building combine to address social isolation and ensure an inclusive, fair society in a 
rapidly-changing world. On March 27 2018 we are holding two events. In the afternoon we are running a 
workshop for anyone involved in mapping assets and networks in London communities, or interested in 
learning how to do that. We’ll share the results of our exercise in mapping the London mappers, to show 
who is doing what. We’ll do some hands-on work with Nicolas Fonty and Barbara Brayshay of Justmap, 
and also Drew Mackie of Connecting Londoners, who is using network mapping software Kumu and 
Sumapp. And we’ll discuss how we may form a Community of Practice to continue learning together. In 
the evening we’ll share insights from our workshop, hear different perspectives from our panel, and open
up for discussion. Further information about the event, Smart City and Networked City: 
http://networkedcity.london/london/march27event – here are some snapshots of the slides presented: 

 

Report:  I was only able to attend the evening event, due to other commitments during the day.  It began
with a presentation by Dr Stephen Lorimer an American consultant, describing an ambitious top-down 
approach to networking the city, which would be controlled by City Hall.  The gathering listened politely to
this presentation and although it included the intention to promote London-wide peer-to-peer networks  
(which would presumably include Local Exchange Trading schemes, as well as community and activist 
networks) after Dr Lorimer had left, they talked about a more “horizontal” way of controlling our own data.

There was a follow-up event the next evening, which I also attended – see Report: .NWC-180328 

NB This is a very big topic for anyone interested in the development of democracy.  MF/mf/180330 
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